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TRAVEL SLOVENIA – If you're planning to visit Slovenia in the near future then this is the website for you!

50 INCREDIBLE LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS FROM
ALL OVER SLOVENIA BY ERICH REISINGER
Erich Reisinger is a 55-year-old German landscape, nature, and urban photographer based in the beautiful Bavarian town of
Ingolstadt. He has been fascinated with photography since he was a 6-year-old child and started photographing landscapes
seriously about 20 years ago. He has visited many amazing locations and countries across 5 continents including the Amazon River
valley, Iguazu Falls, Taj Mahal in India, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Canada (where he was invited to a pow-wow with the Sioux Indians),
Marocco, Tunisian Sahara, Egypt, Kenya and Tanzania (where he went on a safari). Erich also has a special connection with
Slovenia. He met his wife in Maribor and Slovenia soon became his second home country. He visits Slovenia several times a year
and spends an average of 3 months in Slovenia each year. He never forgets to mention how he loves Slovenia and how he will never
tire of photographing its immense beauty and infinite variety.
Over the years, Erich has been shooting with many different cameras from all the main manufacturers, but soon became a fan of
Sony’s cameras. Currently, he is using the Sony A6000 with Zeiss lenses and the full-frame Sony A7R with Leitz lenses. During his
career, he created several calendars and publications and has had quite a few exhibitions of his work. Erich is also a member of the
Royal Geographical Society of London and a member of the National Geographic Society of Washington.
Below is a selection of Erich’s photos from all around Slovenia that he kindly shared with us. If you want to see more of his
wonderful work, check out on his official website Ereisinger.de or his Facebook Page.

Slovenia’s coastline is small, yet every one of the towns along it has a memorable character and layout. Piran is no exception. It is
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situated on a peninsula of the same name, where, to the right, you can see Italy and, to the left, you can see Croatia. Piran is well
worth visiting, especially during the summer, spring and early autumn months.

There’s no doubt that it’s one of the most beautiful Mediterranean towns. Thanks to centuries of influences from the neighbouring
Italy, most of the architecture in Piran is accomplished in the Venetian style. A small harbour lies along the coastline before a
lengthy promenade. The northern part of the harbour is reserved mostly for fishing boats while the southern part is for the yachts
and sailboats.

Izola is an easygoing fishing town on the Adriatic coast of southwestern Slovenia with a population of just under 16,000. It is a
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really lovely small town with windy old streets and Venetian old town centre, but is often overlooked by tourists in favor of other
nearby destinations, like Piran and Portoroz. Izola’s name originates from the Italian word Isola, which means island.

Thanks to centuries of influences from Italy, Croatia, Austria and Slovenia, Izola today is ethnically and architecturally colorful
town worth visiting during spring, summer, and early autumn.

There are a number of great seafood restaurants and lovely alfresco cafes in Izola, especially along the waterfront and the historic
town centre.
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Izola’s soul is best felt when walking along the old fishing harbour, which lately has been supplemented with a modern marina
which offers an anchorage to a wealth of yachts from around the world.

The Tito square as well as the stunning 15th-century Praetorian Palace and the 54-meter-high Bell Tower are the most important
sights in Koper, the largest city on the Slovenian coast.
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Just a few kilometres from Slovenia’s well-known coastal resorts of Piran and Portoroz lies a wild and mostly unexplored natural
landscape of the Strunjan Nature Reserve. Dominated by steep white cliffs rising from the sea to almost 100 meters in height, it is
known for its abundant flora and fauna (much of which extends under the surface of the Adriatic Sea). The cliffs are the tallest on
the Adriatic coast and among the 15 tallest sea cliffs in the whole of Europe.

The 382-metre-high Stolni Vrh hill offers great views of Maribor, the capital of the Stajerska region and Slovenia’s second largest
city with about 96,000 inhabitants. Its position at the foot of the Pohorje Mountains, garlanded by green winegrowing hills, gives
Maribor a unique aspect.
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Lent is the oldest part of the city of Maribor and presents the rich cultural heritage of the town, which history has always been
closely connected with the Drava river and the various bridges over it.

Maribor’s streets are lined with colorful historical buildings as well as lovely alfresco cafes and restaurants. The people there are
incredibly friendly and the atmosphere is one of a kind.
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Ptuj is the oldest town in Slovenia, its origins date back to the the Stone Age. It is situated on the Drava River with Ptuj Castle built
on the highest point on the hill. In the 1st century, Ptuj was a Roman town called Poetovio with around 40,000 inhabitants and
there’s still evidence from this era. Ptuj Castle was built high on the hill overlooking the city in the 12th century.

This is how peaceful and serene Slovenia’s oldest and maybe prettiest town Ptuj looks at night.
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Featuring an array of colorful buildings, alfresco cafes and dining from late spring to early autumn, Ptuj’s historic old town center is
the focal point of urban life in the town. Best of all, it’s not crowded with tourists.

Lake Jasna is a picturesque glacial lake located just out of the beautiful alpine village of Kranjska Gora in the direction of the Vrsic
pass. This stunningly clear lake is surrounded by the high mountain peaks of the Julian Alps and marks the beginning of the Triglav
National Park.
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Supplied only with rainwater, Lake Ribnica (or Ribnisko Jezero as it is called in Slovene) is located in the Pohorje Hills at an
elevation of 1,490 meters (4,888 feet). The lake is surrounded with pine trees and adorned with water lilies. It is a very popular
destination for hikers and nature lovers alike. The lake is part of the Pohorje bogs which are the southeasternmost bogs in Europe
and can be easily reached on foot along the constructed timber paths and the set-up visitor information boards.

The Black Lake or Crno Jezero as it is called in Slovene lies at an elevation of 1,200 meters (3,937 feet) in the Pohorje Hills between
the Osankarica and Veliki Vrh mountains. The lake got its name because its water appears black due to a thick layer of silt of a dark,
black colour at the bottom of the lake.
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The Silent Lake (alternatively known as Fala’s pond) is a fairly small body of water located in the Pohorje Hills at an elevation of
1,266 metres (4,153 feet). It’s another popular destination for hikers and nature enthusiasts from the Stajerska region.

Lake Pernica or Pernisko Jezero as it is called in Slovene must be one of the most picturesque artificial lakes in Slovenia. The lake is
an attractive destination for landscape photographers, due to the natural beauty that is seen all around it. It lies between the
Vosek in Vukovje villages just northeast of the city of Maribor.
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The green nature that surrounds the Pernica lake is truly beautiful.

The most-visited landmark in Slovenia’s third largest city Celje is the medieval Old Castle that stands on top of a 400 meters high
rock southeast of city. The castle was built in the 14th century and is the largest castle complex in the country offering fantastic
views of the city and the surrounding mountains and valleys.
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The Vurberk Castle stands on the southern edge of the Slovene Hills southeast of the city of Maribor and was first mentioned in
1244. It was severely damaged during the Second World War. Today, most of the castle is still in ruins, only a smaller part of the
ramparts was renovated.

Statenberg is a beautiful baroque mansion built in the late 17th century by the Counts of Attems east of the small village of
Statenberg in northeastern Slovenia. It was named after the original Statenberg castle that was built in the 13th century.
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On the 1666-metre-high Velika Planina plateau, visitors can explore the traditional herdsmen’s cottages, learn how to make dairy
products, enjoy stunning views and walk around freely on what is considered to be the most beautiful alpine pasture in Slovenia.
Velika Planina is located near the town of Kamnik in northern Slovenia and is around half an hour drive from Slovenia’s capital
Ljubljana. It can easily be reached by cable car or on foot via a number of hiking trails.

While visiting Velika Planina, you’ll probably meet Andrej. He wears a traditional herdsman’s costume. In the summer, farmers
from the valley brought their cows up to Velika Planina, where the cows grazed in fresh mountain air, eating a summer diet of
nutrient-rich grasses and enjoying plenty of free space. Today, you can visit a lovely museum where you can hear many interesting
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things about herdsmen’s life in this beautiful alpine pasture.

Mount Mangart is the fourth-highest peak in Slovenia at an elevation of 2,679 metres (8,789 ft). It’s an extremely popular
mountain to climb during summer due to its convenient access – the Mangart road (Slovenia’s highest road) takes you 2,055
altitude metres high, just below Mangart’s rocky summit pyramid.

The nature in the Triglav National Park is really special and beautiful. A caring attitude towards the environment is deeply
engrained in the psyche of many Slovenians.
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The Triglav National Park offers a wide range of hiking opportunities. From paths leading to natural wonders and strolls in the
green mountain valleys, to wanders in the Alpine foothills and demanding ascents into the high mountains of the Julian Alps.

Numerous mountain huts in the Slovenian Alps offer delicious, homely food and accommodation for hikers in the heart of nature,
far away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. The Ticarjev Dom mountain hut is one of the largest and stands on the
southern side of the Vrsic mountain pass at an elevation of 1,620 metres (5,315 feet).
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Zavcar Peak Lodge or Koca Na Zavcarjevem Vrhu as it is called in Slovene stands on the Pohorje Massif at an elevation of 863
metres (2,831 feet). It’s a very popular mountain hut for its home-cooked traditional Slovenian dishes served in a rustic setting.

Podolseva is a high altitude village located in the midst of beautiful nature under the Olseva mountain ridge at an altitude between
1,020 and 1,327 meters. Podolseva’s best known landmark is the baroque church of the Holy Spirit that gives this small village a
unique character. The current church was built in the 19th century and stands on the spot of the original church from the 15th
century. The village is also the perfect starting point for hikers heading towards the famous Potocka Zijavka cave at the top of Mt.
Olševa.
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The Church of the Holy Trinity in the village of Sveta Trojica V Slovenskih goricah, featuring three bell towers, is a Baroque
masterpiece. On the site where three lights used to appear according to a folk tale, a small wooden chapel was first built in 1631.
The single-tower church was built between 1636 and 1643 and is now part of the presbytery. In 1663, the church was taken over by
Augustinian monks who built a monastery nearby. The church was given its magnificent current form with three towers in 1780.
The Franciscans took over the church and the monastery in 1854.

The Church of Our Lady of the Snows or Marija Snezna as it is called in Slovene stands on a hill above the Solcava village in the
Upper Savinja Valley in northern Slovenia close to the Austrian border. The church dates to the 15th century and contains a 13th-
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century statue of the Virgin Mary.

The Church of St. Wolfgang or Sv. Bolfenk as it is called in Slovene stands on Pohorje, a mountain range in northeastern Slovenia.
The church was built in the Gothic style in the beginning of the 16th century and has experienced many changes in its eventful
history. It was abandoned in 1785. A century later, in 1878, it was rearranged into a mountain lodge and as such, it counts as the
first mountain lodge on Pohorje. The church was renovated from 1971 until 2000 and is now protected as a cultural monument of
national significance.

The Minorite Olimje Monastery was built as a Renaissance-style castle in the 16th century. On the ground floor of the corner
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tower to the left of the main entrance is the monastery’s biggest treasure: a pharmacy dating back to the 17th century. The
Franciscan monks here grow their own herbs and medicinal plants in the nearby garden.

The Kozjak waterfall is one of the most famous and photographed waterfalls in Slovenia. It’s a very unique waterfall that carved an
underground hall which walls are reminiscent of those in the Karst caves. There’s a vast emerald green pool at its base and it is also
possible to swim here, but the water is cold and very refreshing. Kozjak isn’t the highest waterfall in Slovenia at all, but its 15meter-high white water column offers its visitors a truly unforgettable scenery.
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The unique thing about the Pericnik waterfall is that you can walk behind it, and if you don’t mind being sprayed with mist, you can
also descend right down to the small pool at its base. Pericnik is located in the Vrata valley near the village of Mojstrana. It is one of
the highest waterfalls in Slovenia with a breathtaking 52-meter drop.

The heavily wooded Pohorje massif, also dubbed as the Lungs Of Maribor, is a very popular spot for nature lovers and hikers from
eastern Slovenia all year round.

In the heart of heavily wooded Pohorje massif lies one of Eastern Slovenia’s most beautiful natural wonders, the Veliki Sumik
waterfall, hidden deep in a protected area of the untouched old-growth virgin forest of Sumik. The walk to the waterfall is a little
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tricky and adventures but enjoyable, especially for those who appreciate the pristine natural environment and peace and quiet.

The Fram waterfall, alternatively known as the Skalca waterfall, is a gorgeous 16-metre-high waterfall located in the woods of the
eastern Pohorje mountains near the village of Hocko Pohorje.

The Svitan waterfall on the Oplotnica stream is another lovely waterfall located in the woods of Pohorje and walking to it is a
pleasant outing.
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Zelenci Springs is a nature reserve in the far northwestern corner of Slovenia near the village of Kranjska Gora. It is the source of
the Sava Dolinka river, a tributary of the Danube. The whole area is protected as a nature reserve since 1992 and is home to several
endangered animal and plant species.

Suspension footbridge over the Soca river, which is rightfully considered as one of the most beautiful and clearest rivers not only in
Slovenia but in the whole of Europe. The river has more then 20 suspension footbridges.
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The Drava River is the fourth largest and fourth longest tributary of the Danube, and connects the Alps with the Danube and the
Black Sea. It flows through Austria, Croatia and Slovenia, where has always been strongly associated with the life in Slovenia’s
second largest city Maribor, and its development.

The Skocjan Caves are a very unique natural wonder which was created by the Reka River. Reka enters a gorge below the village of
Skocjan and disappears underground at Big Collapse Doline into Skocjan Caves and then flows underground for 34 kilometres (21
miles) and surfaces again as the Timavo River near Monfalcone in Italy, before it empties into the Adriatic Sea.
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Due to their remarkable significance, the Skocjan Caves were entered on UNESCO’s list of natural and cultural world heritage sites
in 1986. What sets Skocjan apart from other caves is the largest discovered underground cavern in all of Europe. The cavern is of
enormous proportions and it’s hard to believe it’s real.

According to the statistics, about 1% of Slovenia’s territory is covered by vineyards. Slovenian vineyards currently occupy around
16,500 hectares of territory, with an annual output between 50,000 and 70,000 litres of wine. Altogether there are almost 25,000
wine-growers in Slovenia.
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The 386-metre high Pyramid hill is located in the northern part of the city of Maribor. It’s right next to the city park. Climbing the
hill is plain good exercise with stunning views of the city of Maribor.

A beautiful panoramic view from the 30-meter-high observation tower that stands on the Rogla mountain in the heart of the
Pohorje massif.
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A beautiful view from the small village of Pocehova towards Slovenia’s second largest city Maribor. As we already mentioned,
Slovenia is also referred as green country. More than 60% of its surface is covered by forests. Slovenia has a very high per capita
numbers of inhabitants that are active as gardeners, vegetable growers and forest owners. In short, the average
Slovenian has a close relationship to nature.

One of the most distinctive features of the Slovenian countryside, and also a national symbol, is the hayrack or kozolec as it is
called in Slovene. According to the statistics, more than 80% of all hayracks in the world stand in Slovenia and they can come in
many different shapes and sizes.
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The 28-meter-high Placki Stolp lookout tower stands on top of the Placki Vrh hill at an elevation of 510 meters (1,673 feet). It
offers remarkable views of the hilly countryside of the Slovene Hills, the largest hilly region of Slovenia situated in the northeast of
the country.
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Erich Reisinger, the outstanding photographer behind all the images on this page. Thank you so much Erich for sharing your
incredible Slovenia photos with us. Your work is breathtaking and wonderful! It conveys perfectly the beauty of Slovenia!
SLOVENIA IN PICTURES
SLOVENIA (30 photos)
A fascinating capital, charming coastal towns, beautiful alpine villages, stunning
natural attractions, and much more - enjoy this wonderful selection of absolutely the
most beautiful pictures of Slovenia, taken either by professional photographers or
amateur photo enthusiasts.

SLOVENIA AT NIGHT (30 photos)
Night has its own magic. Night can transform an ordinary scene into something
magical, mysterious and captivating. Light, shadow, texture, tonality, pattern all work
together to create a very different feeling compared to photos captured during the day.
Everything is just more magical at night, so here are 30 night pictures of Slovenian
cities, towns, villages and other places at night. Enjoy!
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SLOVENIA IN PICTURES
LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS FROM ALL OVER SLOVENIA BY LUKA
ESENKO (40 photos)
Luka Esenko is considered by many to be Slovenia's new leading landscape and travel
photographer. He has been photographing landscapes for almost a decade now, and
through photography he has been blessed to capture some of the most gorgeous
locations in Slovenia. Strong compositions and a feel for natural light are what make
Luka’s images stand out.

AERIAL DRONE PHOTOS FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY JURE KORBER AND
TJASA BORSNAK (35 photos)
With the technological advancements in cameras and drones, we can now get a glimpse
of the world from a different perspective. And from high up above, especially with a
bird’s eye view, the world is a stunningly beautiful place. Jure Korber and Tjasa
Borsnak, a young student couple based in Slovenia's capital Ljubljana, took their aerial
photography platform called Hexabee into the sky and captured Slovenia from angles
not seen before.
LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS FROM ALL OVER SLOVENIA BY ERICH
REISINGER (50 photos)
Erich Reisinger is a 55-year-old German landscape, nature, and urban photographer
based in the Bavarian town of Ingolstadt. He has been fascinated with photography
since he was a 6-year-old child. He has a special connection with Slovenia. He met his
wife in Maribor and Slovenia soon became his second home country. He visits Slovenia
several times a year and never forgets to mention how he loves Slovenia and how he
will never tire of photographing its immense beauty and infinite variety.
LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS FROM ACROSS SLOVENIA BY PIOTR
SKRZYPIEC (40 photos)
Piotr Skrzypiec is one of the leading landscape photographers in Slovenia. Born in
Nowy Sacz, Poland in 1978, Piotr spent most of his childhood in the south of Poland.
After completing his master's degree in geography Piotr moved to Slovenia, where he
picked up his first camera in 2008. Through photography, Piotr found a way of
communicating about his nature and landscape passion and he quickly established
himself as a successful landscape and nature photographer.
LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY DOMEN DOLENC (35
photos)
Domen Dolenc is a young but well-established travel photographer currently based in
Zelezniki, Slovenia. Since Domen purchased his first camera in 2005, he has been
addicted to photography. He never travels without his camera and loves to capture the
beauty he finds throughout the world in his own way - his photographic style is defined
by powerful colours, street photography scenes, landscapes, but also moments of
everyday life, faces and a very close approach on people.
LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM ALL AROUND SLOVENIA BY GREGOR KACIN (40
photos)
Gregor Kacin is a 39-year-old landscape and nature photographer based in the
charming little town of Idrija in western Slovenia. He is very fortunate to live in such a
beautiful part of the country and he can often be found roaming the countryside,
looking for that special moment when the true beauty of nature revels itself.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS OF SLOVENIA BY ALES KRIVEC (30 photos)
Ales Krivec has a passion for taking photographs and his work features the finest
landscapes in Slovenia. He is very much a landscape artist and his work reflects a great
understanding and deep love of the countryside and nature. An extensive technical
knowledge and a seeing eye enable his photos to convey the beauty of the landscape
that surrounds us all.
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SLOVENIA
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LANDSCAPE,
CITYSCAPE
AND NATURE PICTURES FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY
JURE KRALJ (45 photos)
Jure Kralj is an incredibly talented photographer based in Slovenia's second largest city
Maribor, who combines his love for travelling around the world with his love for
landscape and cityscape photography. He is an enthusiastic observer of the
surrounding world. When possible, he is looking for the best light, for the right angle at
the right moment to capture a compelling image.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM ALL OVER SLOVENIA BY DENIS SODRZNIK (30
photos)
Denis Sodrznik is a passionate landscape and nature photographer born and raised in
the beautiful town of Slovenske Konjice in the Styria region of Slovenia. He strives to
capture photographs that convey the beauty of the Slovenian landscapes he explores in
his spare time with his fiancée Karmen. His intention is to show the viewer details that
we often overlook.

LANDSCAPE AND CITYSCAPE PHOTOS FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY JAKOB
NOC (30 photos)
Jakob Noc is an inspiring landscape and cityscape photographer whose talents allow
him to capture the most amazing images in a style that is truly his own. Through careful
composition, attention to detail and the creative use of beautiful light, Jakob strives to
show us cities and landscapes in ways that we may not have seen them before.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY MASA VODENIK (35 photos)
Masa Vodenik is a self-taught photographer who lives in a small town of Hrastnik in
central Slovenia. She's an economist during weektime, but on weekends she becomes
an ambitious landscape photographer who doesn’t want to miss a single second she
could have used to take a great photograph. Her passion for photography increased
steadily since she started doing photography in 2010. Since then she successfully
combines her love for travel and hiking with her enthusiasm for photography.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY BLAZ GVAJC (25 photos)
Blaz Gvajc is a landscape and cityscape photographer from Slovenia’s third largest city
Celje whose passion is to explore and capture the most inspiring and beautiful places in
the world. Although being an avid traveler, Blaz also adores his home country Slovenia
and loves making spontaneous trips around it when there is promising light, and he will
never tire of photographing it.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM ALL OVER SLOVENIA BY BOSTJAN KERSBAUMER (40
photos)
Bostjan Kersbaumer is a passionate self-taught photographer from Slovenia’s second
largest city Maribor. He is a car mechanic working at Porsche Maribor during
weektime, but on weekends he becomes an ambitious landscape, nature and cityscape
photographer with an aim to create memorable images from locations across Slovenia
and other parts of the world.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS TAKEN IN A VARIETY OF LOCATIONS IN SLOVENIA BY
SABINA TOMAZIC (40 photos)
Sabina Tomazic is a young but already established professional on-location lifestyle
photographer based in Trebnje, Slovenia. Although known primarily as a lifestyle
photographer, Sabina also loves to create images that portray the natural beauty of
Slovenia and its landscapes. Her landscape photos are realistic with minimal post
processing.

LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS FROM AROUND SLOVENIA BY JERNEJ
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LEBEN (40SLOVENIA
photos) IN PICTURES
Jernej Leben is one of the most talented amateur photographers in Slovenia whose
unrelenting passion for his hobby inspires him to capture the beautiful landscapes and
nature of Slovenia with absolute perfection.

LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PICTURES FROM ACROSS SLOVENIA BY KLARA
KULOVEC (35 photos)
Klara Kulovec is one in a line of talented new Slovenian female landscape
photographers who has found her passion with a camera in her hands. She has a heart
of an artist and loves nothing more than time with her camera and a scene in front of
her to capture the perfect copy of what she saw in her minds’ eye. The forms, color and
light that shape the landscape are a constant source of her inspiration.

WILDLIFE AND BIRD PICTURES FROM SLOVENIA BY MATEJ KOVACIC (30 photos)
Matej Kovacic is a young and exceptionally talented wildlife and bird photographer
dedicated to capturing images of the indigenous wildlife of Slovenia. During his
childhood Matej developed a strong fascination for wildlife, birds and nature. When he
bought his first camera at the age of 13, he became as passionate about photography.
It's hard to photograph wildlife in the wild, but Matej wants to be true, so he stays away
from captive animals - all his photos are taken in the wild in Slovenia.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOS FROM THE STYRIA REGION OF SLOVENIA BY PETER
ZAJFRID (40 photos)
Peter Zajfrid is a well-respected and very passionate amateur landscape photographer
who loves capturing the beauty of this world through photography. He enjoys the
outdoors and nature, and photography provides him with a medium to capture and
share this with others. He especially loves creating images that portray the beauty of
the Styria region of Slovenia and its landscapes.

FINE ART LANDSCAPE PHOTOS OF MARIBOR AND ITS SURROUNDING AREA BY
UROS LEVA (25 photos)
Uros Leva is a versatile freelance artist – photographer, graphic designer and
screenwriter. He has been living in Slovenia’s second largest city Maribor for his whole
life and never fails to be overawed by the beauty of the city. His connection to Maribor
began the moment he was born and the more Uros experiences this city, the further he
falls in love. When Uros is behind the camera, his goal is to bring out the beauty of
Maribor and its surrounding area for all to see.
LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS OF THE LAKE BOHINJ AREA AND THE
JULIAN ALPS BY GREGOR SKOBERNE (35 photos)
Gregor Skoberne is one of the most talented and passionate landscape and nature
photographers in Slovenia. Completely self-taught, Gregor is primarily focused on the
unique local landscape and nature found in the Lake Bohinj area with an aim to capture
the spirit and the essence of the moment in his photographs.

NATURE AND LANDSCAPE PHOTOS OF THE TRIGLAV NATIONAL PARK BY
WALLE GREVIK (35 photos)
Walle Grevik is a passionate nature and landscape photographer, hiker, and traveler
based in Helsingborg, Sweden. He has traveled to many countries around Europe
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including Iceland,
Faroe
Scotland, Ireland, and Greece. This year, he and his
SLOVENIA
INIslands,
PICTURES
hiking partner, Fredrik Vestlund, decided to visit Slovenia and do a 9-day hiking
adventure through the Julian Alps and Triglav National Park. Walle took some really
beautiful photos during this hiking tour, and he was kind enough to share some of them
with us here at Travel Slovenia.
LANDSCAPE PHOTOS OF THE SLOVENIAN ALPS BY MASA VODENIK (20 photos)
The Slovenian Alps are a part of the Southern Limestone Alps with three high-Alpine
mountain ranges, the Julian Alps, the Karawanks and the Kamnik-Savinja Alps. They
take up a large part of Slovenia and are full of incredible trails for all levels of hiking
ability. They are lower compared with those in Austria and Italy, but with their beauty
they surpass anything you may see in the Alps in Europe. All the photos in this gallery
were taken by Masa Vodenik. She's an avid hiker who spends most of her weekends in
the mountains and she never forgets to take her camera with her.
LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS OF THE SLOVENIAN ALPS BY MIROSLAV
ASANIN (40 photos)
Miroslav Asanin is a very enthusiastic, amateur photographer who love capturing the
nature and landscapes found in the Triglav National Park and throughout the Slovenian
Alps.

FINE ART NATURE AND LANDSCAPE PHOTOS OF THE VRHNIKA COUNTRYSIDE
BY ROBI DEBEVC KVOCKA (30 photos)
Robi Debevc Kvocka is a self-taught photographer based in Vrhnika, whose fine art
nature and landscape photographs celebrate the natural beauty of the Vrhnika
countryside. When Robi is behind the camera, his goal is to bring out hidden beauty of
the Vrhnika area for all to see. His style, which is recognisable through the artistry of
his photographs, is born of a keen eye for the many moods of the natural landscape and
a life-long passion for the nature and the great outdoors.
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16 THOUGHTS ON “50 INCREDIBLE LANDSCAPE AND NATURE PHOTOS FROM ALL
OVER SLOVENIA BY ERICH REISINGER”

Fabienne Bourdin
SEPTEMBER 11, 2016 AT 9:46 PM

Amazing photos, Slovenia is stunning!
REPLY

Happy Traveler
SEPTEMBER 11, 2016 AT 8:25 PM

These photos are all beyond stunning! I was supposed to go to Slovenia last month
but time wasn’t on my side.
REPLY

Ann-Sofie
SEPTEMBER 11, 2016 AT 8:22 PM

These photos are incredible, what a stunning country!
REPLY

Anonymous
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SEPTEMBER 11, 2016 AT 8:19 PM

Čudovite fotografije.
REPLY

Andreas Wellnitz
SEPTEMBER 10, 2016 AT 5:29 PM

The photo quality is amazing! Beautiful! I haven’t been back to Slovenia in years,
but it was truly a magical country and I hope to visit soon with my husband.
REPLY

Marie Johansson
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 10:19 PM

I’ve always wanted to visit Slovenia. It’s such a photogenic country which such
beautiful views.
REPLY

Monia Raczko
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 8:30 PM

Slovenia looks amazing, don’t think I’ve ever seen a bad photo from that country!
It’s certainly on my bucket list for the future.
REPLY

Charlotte Poulter
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 7:32 PM

Wow. These photos are so stunning! I haven’t been to Slovenia but this gallery
seriously make me want to go there ASAP.
REPLY

Anonymous
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 7:26 PM

These photographs look gorgeous! I have always wanted to go to Slovenia.
REPLY

Tere Pacheco
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 2:31 PM

Slovenia looks absolutely gorgeous! I wish I didn’t have a fear of flying so that I
could go to Europe right now!
REPLY

Robert Strawn
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 1:07 PM

Oh my life – these photos are legit breathtaking! I’m thinking of visiting Slovenia
next year and everytime I visit this website I want to go even more! It looks like
one of the most beautiful countries in the world.
REPLY
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Fritz Iting
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 12:32 PM

These photos are absolutely stunning! Slovenia is on my bucket list of places to
visit and seeing these pictures has only confirmed this. Such a beautiful country!
REPLY

Nicky
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 12:29 PM

Slovenia is definitely next on my hitlist for the autumn! Looks absolutely
beautiful!
REPLY

TJ Maytham
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 12:27 PM

Wow! Stunning pictures! Slovenia looks so so beautiful! I need to visit one day.
REPLY

Hiromi Nemoto
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 12:25 PM

Slovenia is for sure on top of my bucket lists! Hope I will be able to travel there
soon. Beautiful pictures.
REPLY

Trudi van der Meer
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016 AT 12:23 PM

Fantastic photographs. Slovenia always was on my visit wish list and now I
remember why – it looks gorgeous!
REPLY
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